Why choose Google for Education?

Set up an entire school before the first bell
Transforms IT with super fast set-up and straightforward cloud management
Simple for teachers and students to work together
Automatic updates and multiple layers of security

High achievers, low price point
Budget-friendly price points and shareable devices
Lowest total cost of ownership on the market
G Suite for Education and Classroom are totally free

Next-level collaboration
Robust productivity tools and a wide range of devices
Teachers collaborate anytime and anywhere, one-on-one or with the whole class
Opens a world of dynamic content with millions of apps

Making a difference in & out of the classroom
Removes time-consuming organizational tasks, so teachers can focus on teaching
Enables deeper skill development with more project-based and hands-on assignments
Helps educators personalize learning, engage students, and improve overall performance

Momentum

ALL MAJOR OEMs
Acer, Asus, Dell, HP, Lenovo, Samsung, etc.

30M+ students worldwide are using Chromebooks

40M+ students and teachers are using Google Classroom

90M+ students and teachers are using G Suite for Education

“
The Chromebooks just work. They are reliable and give you quick and easy access to G Suite for Education. Students love collaborating on projects both in and outside of classes.”

Mark Brandish
Head of IT services, Coleg Cambria
Spark learning from anywhere, at anytime, on any budget

**Shareable devices**
New for 2018
Even more versatile form factors including options with a stylus, world-facing camera, and USB-C
A world of web content, tools, and apps to support all learning

**Collaborative tools**
New for 2018
Updates to Classroom and Forms
Jamboard now a part of G Suite core services
New security features in G Suite for Education
Introducing G Suite Enterprise for Education

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
Personalization supported by Chromebooks and G Suite for Education helped schools outperform the state

![Graph showing school performance from 2012-2013 to 2015-2016.]

**Get expertise for your transformation**
Take a holistic approach, starting with a strong vision

- Culture
- Technology
- Funding & sustainability
- Professional development
- Learning
- Community engagement

**Support change with rigorous professional development**

Learn more at g.co/eduimpact

Learn more at g.co/TransformationCenter

Learn more at g.co/eduTrainingCenter

Google for Education — edu.google.com